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Distribution of mobile crash protection systems*

USA 10.000
UK 300
Sweden 250
Germany 10

Scientific studies have confirmed an increased risk of 
accidents where there are mobile works or road works of 
short duration.* Mobile crash protection systems offer 
reliable protection. Unlike in Germany, these are already 
widespread in many countries, such as Sweden, the UK  
and, above all, in the USA. 
Nissen is pushing for the use of these extremely effective 
mobile crash protection systems and has therefore  
developed another system in addition to the tried and 
tested RAMBO II. The GUARDIAN is a solid steel design 
which, in the event of a collision, absorbs kinetic energy 
through structural deformation.

A brief word of introduction
Dear Reader,

Before this year comes to a close, we would like to thank our partners and customers for  
the close cooperation between us. It is this that provides a basis for us to grow together  
and implement the goal of Vision Zero in many countries.  
Below you can find out more about how our new products, such as e.g. the GUARDIAN  
or the QuickFlash LED, contribute to achieving this worthwhile and necessary goal. 
I hope you enjoy reading what we have to say.

Good examples should be followed

The system features a design that is economic on materials 
and cost, featuring ease of handling and a low clearance 
height. Another cost benefit: After a collision, individual 
elements can be replaced cheaply. Safety is enhanced 
thanks to a barrier with integrated protection – good 
examples should be followed.

Yours sincerely Jan Vogt
Sales Director

*  Institute of Highway Engineering, RWTH Aachen University: Investigations 
on the effectiveness of Truck Mounted Attenuators (TMA)
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Nissen’s new QuickFlash LED –
ideal as a quick marker

Nissen is a unique success story: Founded more than 100 
years ago, today more than ever before the company is 
setting the standard and is a world leader in its field.This has 
has been made possible not least thanks to continued 
investment in our trainee program and our trainees, for 
instance, the company is currently training 13 young 
people in three vocational pathways: business administra-
tors, electronic engineers for devices and systems, and 
warehouse logistics specialists.  In addition, plans are 
afoot for offering placements using the German dual 
system model. “We have always believed that training our 
own trainees is a top priority”, says Sales Director Jan Vogt. 
“What’s more, in this way we also take responsibility for our 
region.” The enthusiasm of Felix Reebschläger, one of the 
current intake of trainees,  
is obvious: “The training placement at Nissen was 
definitely the right decision for me.” Nissen will soon be 
starting a new round of training placements, taking on 
additional trainees.

Growth needs new 
blood

New  
opportunities  

for electronics engineers, 
warehouse logistics  

specialists and business 
 administrators

nach  T L- Wa r n l e uchten

B A S t  g e p r ü f t

When responding in moving traffic, police, fire service 
and other response units are themselves exposed to 
high risk. Nissen’s new QuickFlash LED effectively  
prevents secondary accidents.

Good recognisability, also from a distance, is a particular 
feature of this new development from Nissen. This is down 
to the RA2 C foil-coated beacon strip and the LED beacon 
tested by the German Federal Highway Research Institute 
(BASt) in accordance with TL warning beacons require-
ments. Additional benefits are the proven single-button  
synchronisation, rapid deployment readiness and reduced 
storage space, as well as up to 150 hours of operating time. 
The ergonomically positioned handles and the integrated 
magnet integrated in the beacon head, which prevents the 
beacon strip from opening up, make it easy to handle. Com-
pact dimensions and rubber feet ensure greater stability. 

Sales Director Jan Vogt is very pleased with the result: 
“We’ve spoken to many customers about what counts 
in an emergency and have used this feedback during 
the development process. With our new QuickFlash LED 
we are offering a solution that fully meets our custom-
ers’ needs.”
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More than any other company, Nissen has been at the 
forefront in developing mobile warning trailers and mobile 
LED advance warning indicators. As a result, the systems 
and vehicle engineering unit today plays an important role 
in the company. Our employees within this unit produce 
high-quality trailers, variable message signs, roof superstruc-

Our systems and vehicle engineering unit

tures and other solutions, which are for the most part 
tailored to customer requirements. “We have a team whose 
motivation is matched by its expertise,” says department 
manager Matthias Rohde, “ and we are all proud of our 
achievement and our contribution to Nissen’s success.”

In the Football World Cup, Jogi 
Löw and his team had the mis- 
fortune of being knocked out 
early and failing in their quest 
for a trophy.So it gives us even 
greater pleasure to be able to 
congratulate the winners of 
Nissen’s football betting pool: 
A beer dispensing unit goes to 
Uwe Stielow from the BAUSIC 
company, and Felix Schlieder- 
mann from Borchers & Speer 
will be barbecuing from now 
on with a Weber. Well done!

Lucky winners
Team spirit is something we at Nissen are proud of and 
it brings sporting success as well. At the Friedrichstadt  
Dragon Boat Festival, the Nissen Barriers team only 
just missed out on the final. 
Our debut in the E-Mobil Rallye 2018 also proved 
successful, with a first place in the performance tests 
and a good mid-field overall placing. We look forward 
to our next challenges!

Successful firsts
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